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PERIODONTAL THERAPEUTICS
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Make Your Laboratory a Marketing Mentor

T

he basis for marketing is to inform people in the marketplace of what is available to satisfy a real, perceived, or created
need for something and convince them
that the seller’s goods are better than the
competition. For example, a dentist could
convince a prospective patient that they
want to have their porcelain-fused-tometal restorations replaced with metalfree alternatives, thus satisfying their need
for a natural-looking smile.
To be successful in the marketing arena,
dentists must convince patients of 2
things: first, that such treatments are
needed; second, that theirs is the best dental practice to satisfy those needs.
LABORATORY FOCUS
Chances are that 1 of your first professional contacts was your laboratory. That
said, your laboratory successfully marketed
itself to you. Now might be a good time to
learn what your laboratory can share with
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you about marketing your own practice.
Laboratories that have been in business
for years and offer customers state-of-theart products and services most likely can
do so because they’ve been successful in
strategically growing their business to better serve the industry. It stands to reason
that your laboratory may have an abundance of ideas and recommendations in
the marketing arena. Your laboratory, if
successful in marketing itself to you, can
be a strategic partner in the development
of your own marketing plans and actions.
Identifying where to start is the hardest
part of any endeavor, but a well-established laboratory can help you develop a
plan of action that takes your goals into
account. In the process, the laboratory, as
a mentor, will help you identify your
strengths, weaknesses, and points that
separate you from the other dental practices out there.
A laboratory can assist you in determin-

ing your resources, marketing objectives,
and position in the marketplace. It can also
be a good resource to turn to when developing your marketing and growth budget.
As a general rule, most companies allocate
anywhere from 6% to 10% of their overall
sales for marketing.
Take advantage of the array of contacts
your laboratory has, including writers,
designers, printers, mailing list companies,
and advertising media. Establishing a connection with your laboratory—provided it
has the networking and know-how to
market itself—is an excellent step, saving
you the time and trouble of doing all the
initial research yourself.
TACTICAL TACKLING
With your plan, budget, and contacts in
place, a marketing-savvy laboratory can
then provide you with guidance and
advice in selecting what marketing tactics
to use to get your message across. When

PRACTICE MARKETING

By Dan DeZak
trying to visualize tactics, consider what
your laboratory initially did to capture
your attention. Did they send you a direct
mailer or a personalized letter, or did you
notice an advertisement in a magazine?
The point is that successful laboratories
skilled in getting their message across can
provide wonderful counsel when it comes
to picking the marketing tactics that will
work best for you. After all, in order to
build its business, a successful laboratory
must communicate with and market to a
variety of potential customers. A laboratory has a host of media outlets, and while
they all can get the message across, the
message itself is only as good as the medium that is used to deliver it. A well-established laboratory can assist you in evaluating the best medium to reach a specific
customer base. ●
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